Let (~, ~ ~, Xz, Or, P~) be a strong Markov process on a locally compact space (EA,J~a) with countable base, where A denotes the usual adjoined absorbing point and gA the Borel sets of E A. The purpose of this paper is to construct a strong Markov process Y from X by excising or "splicing out" the round trip excursions from A0 to Bo back to Ao. With A o = {~} and B o =B0 this operation arose in [3] in analyzing the local time of a reflected stable process. The proof that the excised process Y was again a Hunt process raised unanticipated difficulties not resolved in [-3], and led to the present paper.
C(S)={Soo+SN(s)(~);
N(s)< oo
N(s) = o0.
The time change is plotted for a fixed co with 0<L1 in Fig. 12 . We set R,= Td-S,, so that S. represents the total deleted time prior to T [, and R. is the total included time before T~'.
The following relations are consequences of the definitions:
{z (0) = O} = {0 < L~}, (0. l)
{R.< t < R.+ 3= { T# < ~(t)< L.+I}
(0.2)
= { Td <='c(t)< T'+ I } ,
We can now define the excised process and its probability function. [0~(t) ((9); X(0) e E~ -B 1 0~ r (co)
--"~[co; otherwise.
Under (i)-(iv), we then have (see (0.3)) Yt ~ 0~ r= Y~+t for all s, t>0, except on a Q(')-null set.
We give three final remarks before stating the theorem. First, under Indeed, this implies that T2<L,+ i a.s. on {T,'<oo} for each n. Second, we have Qy{Y(O)=y} = 1 for all y~E~. However, the set {Y(0)~B1} is clearly foreign to the excised process, and is retained only to avoid reducing the original state space. Third, Y(t) is right-continuous, with left limits on 0 < t < (y.
Statement and Proof of the Theorem
We let N~ denote the a-field on f2 generated by Y(s), O<s<t, and let ~(t) be the usual completion of N~ in ~t =~(oo) with respect to {QY, y~E~}.
Theorem. I f A o and B o satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), then Y= ([2, o~, ~y( t ), Y( t ), Qy) is a strong Markov process on (EA, OZA) where ~ is the collection of universally measurable sets of E~.

Corollary. If (i)-(iv) are assumed, and /f A o-= {c~} and c~ is regular for {e}, then Y= ([2, ~y, ~y(t), Y(t), 0 [, QY) is a standard process. If moreover, c~ is recurrent (i.e. for each N, X(t)=e for some t>N a.s.) then Y is a Hunt process.
Proof of the Theorem. To define T,, n>l, we first introduce a sequence of mappings ~o,: O~O which "splice out" the first n round trips from Ao to Bo back to Ao, if such exist.
Definition 1.2.
For all cocO, let q~o co=co and for n> 1
N(t)<n (cP'co)(t)=(co(t+S,); N(t)>=n
where co (oo) = A and S, is as in Definition 0. To prove the theorem we need one more lemma, whose proof will be postponed to follow that of the theorem itself 9 
Q"(A, Ty < (r, Y ( Ty + t)~ A)= E'(QY(T~)( Y (t)s A); A, Ty < (y),
where /~Y denotes the conditional expectation given z(0)=0. Since both sides are universally measurable, for any probability measure /~ we can integrate to obtain
Q"(A, Ty<(r, Y (Ty + t)~ A)= E~(QY(T~)(Y(t)~A); A, Ty<(y).
Over {Ty>~r} the analogous result is obvious, completing the proof of the strong Markov property.
We return to the proof of Lemma 1. One notes that kt is non-decreasing in t, left-continuous, and takes on only the values 0 and 1. Moreover, it is 1 only if T o o (Pn < t. To handle a technical detail, we require the rather cumbersome last restriction in the following definition.
Let Ft={kt=l, and for all rational r'<r<t, (kr-k,.,)llroo ~ ..... ,i=0! We show first that F r is non-decreasing in t, and second that F,=limF, i~ the: ,:sired set. 
